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A.bstraet. We take a complexity theoretic view of A. C.

Yao's theory of communication complexity. A rich struc

ture of natural complexity classes is introduced. Besides

providing a more structured approach to the complex

ity of a variety of concrete problems of interest to VLSI,

the main objective is to exploit the analogy between Tur

ing machine (TM) and communication complexity (CC)

classes. The latter provide a more amicable environment

for the study of questions analogous to the most notorious

problems in TM complexity.

Implicitly, CC classes corresponding to P, NP, coNP,

BPP and PP have previously been considered. Surpris

ingly, pcc = NpcC n coNpcC is known [AUY]. We develop

the definitions of PSPACEcC and of the polynomial tinle

hierarchy in CC. Notions of reducibility are introduced

and a natural complete member in each class is found.

BPpcC
~ E;c n H;c [Si2] remains valid. We solve the

question that BPp cc
~ NpcC by proving an O(vIR) lower

bound for the bounded-error complexity of the coNpcc_

complete problem "disjointness". Similar lower bounds

follow for essentially any nontrivial monotone graph prop

erty. Another consequence is that the deterministically

exponentially hard "equality" relation is not NpcC-hard

with respect to oracle-protocol reductions.

We prove that the distributional complexity of the dis

jointness problem is O(vIR log n) under any product mea
sure on {O, l}R X {O, 1 }R. This points to the difficulty

of improving the O( vIR) lower bound for the B2PP com

plexity of "disjointness" .

The variety of counting and probabilistic classes ap

pears to be greater than in the Turing machine versions.

Many of the simplest graph problems (undirected reacha

bility, planarity, bipartiteness, 2-CNF-satisfiability) turn

out to be PSPACEcc-hard.

The main open problem remains the separation of the

hierarchy, more specifically, the conjecture that E2c =F

II2c. Another major problem is to show that PSPACEcC

and the probabilistic class Uppcc are not comparable.
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1. IntrodnetioD
Motivated by VLSI applications, research in comnlunica

tion complexity has so far mainly focused on lower bounds

for protocols computing specific functions.

In this paper we take a look at communication COIll

plexity from the point of view of ("machine based") conl

plexity theory. We find a rich .structure of natural conl

plexity classes, providing a structured franlework for the

classification of various concrete functions, by introducing

notions of reducibility and highlighting complete prob

lems in diff'erent classes. This stucture may occasionally
serve as a guide to finding lower bounds of significCl nce

to VLSI, although this should not be the primary objec

tive of this theory. An example is given in Corollary 9.6;
the recognition that simple graph problenls such as con

nectedness between a pair of points are PSPACEcc-hard
has lead to an O(n) lower bound for the bounded-error

proba.bilistic complexity of these problellls.

The prinlary goal, however, is to gain insight into the

nature of alternation, counting and probabilistic conlplex

ity in a context where the chances of progress might be

greater than for the analogous questions in Turing ma

chine complexity.

In the basic model, introduced by Yao [Yal], two com
municating parties (North and South) want to coopera

tively determine the value f(x, y) of a Boolean function

f in 2n variables. Both North and South have com

plete information about f and unlimited computationa.l

power but receive only half of the input (x and y, reap.)
(x, y E {O, 1 }R). They excha.nge bits according to some

protocol until one of them (South) declares the value of

f(x, y). The objective is to Ininimize the nunlber of bits

exchanged.

This model and its bounded-error probabilistic ver

sion have proved a useful tool in obtaining area-tinle

tradeoff's for VLSI computation ([Th], [Ya2]). Non
deterministic protocols were introduced by Lipton and

Sedgewick [LS], nlainly because it was a.pparent that the

known lower bound techniques for deterlninistic protocols

worked for nondeterministic ones as well. (Although the



matrix rank lower bound used by Mehlhorn and Schmidt

[MS] applies only to deterministic protocols, most lower
bound proofs do work for nondeterministic protocols.)
This phenomenon was explained by the surprising result

of Aho, Ullman and Yannakakis [AUY] that if both f and

its negation have nondeterministic protocols of length t
then f has a deternlinistic protocol of length O(t2 ). As

pointed out by Papadimitriou and Sipser [PSr], this result
is analogous to a P = NP n coNP statement, and is the
starting point of the present work. The statement cor
responding to P f:. NP is comparatively straightforward:
checking the relation z f:. y requires n bits infonnation
transfer deterministically [Val] and only log n nondeter
ministically. (In [PSr], the same exponential speedup is

proved in the more difficult model where the 2n input
bits are divided between North and South "optimally".
In this model equality becomes trivial to test determinis

tically; however, an exponential gap remains for the func
tion "triangle-free graph". We shall not consider problems
of this model here.) Bounded-error probabilistic protocols
were introduced by Yao [Ya3]. They can be exponentially
more powerful than deterministic or even nondeterminis
tic protocols: "equality" can be tested with high probabil
ity at a cost of only O(log n) bits of communication ([Yal],
[Ra], [JKS], cf. also [MS]). The other side of the compar-
ison problem between the powers of nondeterministic vs.
bounded-error probabilistic protocols will be resolved in
this paper: we prove that nondeterminism can be expo
nentially more powerful than bounded-error probabilistic
protocols. Such lower bounds are considerably more dif
ficult to prove than deterministic lower bounds and have
obvious potential significance for VLSI. Indeed, nontrivial
lower bounds for a wide variety of graph properties follow
inlmediately.

Unbounded-error probabilistic protocols were intro
duced by Paturi and Simon [PSn]. Lower bound proofs in
this model apparently require deeper mathematical tools
such as those employed by Alon, Frankl and Rodl [AFR]
in their proof that ahnost every Boolean function requires
at least n - 5 bits communication. It remains an open
problem to exhibit even a single explicit example of a
Boolean function requiring more than log n bits. (By log n
we mean base 2 logarithm throughout.) It is conjectured
that "inner product mod 2" (E~=l ZiYi mod 2) requires
n -1 bits.

%. Complexity elasses
Judging from what is commonly deemed "easy" and "dif
ficult", the natural unit by which to measure communi
cation conlplexity is the quantity p = log n. "Time" be
ing the number of bits exchanged, we shall thus speak
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of a "polynomial time protocol" if at most pC = (log n)C
bits are transferred for some constant c. We can now
define the analogues of P, NP, BPP and PP as those
classes of languages (having words of even lengths only)
admitting polynomia.l time detenninistic, nondeternlinis
tic, bounded-error and unbounded-error probabilistic pro
tocols, resp. Note that in our definition, these classes
are "non-uniform": to recognize a language L, each level
Ln = L n {O, 1 }2n has to be recognized by a. sepa
rate protocol and this sequence of protocols may have no
common pattern. ({ 0, 1 }2n is identified with {O, 1 }n x
{ 0, l}B and Ln is identified with the Boolean function
f : {O, l}n x {O, l}n --+ {O, I} where f(z, y) = 1 iff

(x, y) E Ln.)
As we have done in the Abstract, we might denote

these classes by pee, Npcc , etc. For convenience (and
added thrill) we shall omit the ~c superscript and (ab)use

~he familiar notation to obtain such impressive statements
as NP i- coNP. Throughout this paper, such nota
tion will refer to communication complexity classes unless
TM's are specifically mentioned. Thus P = NP n coNP

[AUY]. Again the analysis of "equality" lYall, [Ra] shows
that P f:. BPP (and, consequently, BPP ~ NP). One of
our main results is NP g; BPP. Care has to be exercised
in designating the analog of PP. We denote the class de
fined. by polynomial time Paturi..Simon [PSn] unbounded
error probabilistic protocols by UPP and reserve the sym
bol PP for a different class. We shall define PSPACE and
find that PP is a subclass of PSPACE while UPP is likely
to be inconlparable with PSPACE.

3. AltenaatioD

For deterministic protocols, Duril, Galil and Schnitger
[DGS] proved that the nUlnber of rounds in communica
tion defines a strict hierarchy with exponential increase
in power at each step.

We propose the notion of another hierarchy, one that
corresponds to alternating Turing machines. The result
ing cODlplexity classes will be the Dlembers of the poly
nomial time hierarchy in conlmunication complexity, de

noted Ek and ilk, k = 0, 1, .... "Unlhnited" alternation
will define PSPACE (although we do not have a notion
corresponding to space). Separation of these classes is a
major open problem.

In this section we give a definition, in terms of pro
tocols, of the classes in the hierarchy. The equivalent
characterization in terms of rectangle-based fonnulas to
be given in the' next section is so natural, however (at

least once one digested the notion that rectangles are the
quintessence of communication complexity theory) that



the reader may consider skipping this section and view
the ~esults of the next one as definitions.

As before, in an alternating communication protocol,

North and South cooperatively try to evaluate fez, y)
where z is known to North, g to South, the Boolean func
tion f is fully known to both and both have unlimited
computational power. The difference is that now, North
and South are just pawns (or, rather, referees) in an an
tagonistic game of two much more powerful players, East
and West. (Once again, the fate of North-South dialogue
depends on the outcoDle of E~t-West conflict. This anal
ogy doesn't run very deep, though.) East and West are
nondeterministic. In a previously agreed number of alter
nate moves they write (0,1)-strings of previously agreed
lengths on a board viewed by both North and South. Af
ter the East-West game, North and South exchange mes
sages according to a deterministic protocol until one of
them declares the winner (East or West). This way the
Boolean function f is computed if fez, g) = 1 precisely
when East has a winning strategy. (East is the existential,
West is the universal player.)

The resources used by such a protocol are the total
number oj moves by East and West, the total length oj

the moves (guess strings), and the length of the evaluating
protocol.

Let us restrict all these resources to be polynomially .
bounded, i. e. have total length < (log n)c. If a language
L can be recognized by such a polynomially bounded al
ternating protocol then L belongs to PSPACE. If, in ad
dition, the total number of moves in the game is Ie ~ 1

and East (West) moves first then L belongs to Ele (Hie,
resp.). For reasons to·become clear later, we define Ho to
consist of the rectangles (languages L such that for every
n, Ln = L n {0, 1 }2" is a rectangle, i. e. a set of the form
X x Y where X, Y ~ {O, 1 }") and Eo to consist of the
complements of rectangles.

The Ek and the Ilk form the polynomial time hierar
chy. It should be clear that NP = 1:1 and coNP, = H 1 ,

moreover

Problem 3.1. Prove that E2 ¥- IT2 •

4. CharacterilatioD of the polyDomial time hierarchy
We give two more equivalent definitions of the hierarchy.
The equivalence follows from the observation that the ref
erees' protocol can be greatly simplified. One can modify
the game such that in the end only a single bit of (North
to South) communication is needed. This information
win suffice for South to declare the winner. The reason is
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that whoever makes the last move in the East-West game,
should guess and post the entire subsequent North-South
communication. North can then verify the correctness
of his part of the communication and acknowledge it by
sending a "1" to South. If South, too, finds the commu
nication correct, then he is able to declare the winner. If
the guess was incorrect, the player who made the guess
loses.

All this goes very near to proving the following char
acterization of the polynomial time hierarchy.

Let Eoo = Hoc = PSPACE. Let Ie ~ 1 including the
possibility Ie = 00.

Let us fix a positive constant c and an integer Ie ~ 0.
Let L be a language containing strings of even lengths
only, and let L", = L n {O, 1 }2". Let the nonnega
tive integers 11(n), ... , lk(n) s·atisfy the inequality l(n) =
E:=l'i(n) < (logn)c. If Ie = 00, replace every occurrence
of k as a subscript or limit by Ie(n) where ken) < (logn)c.
Definition 4.1. L E Efc if, for some choice of the 'i( n),
there exist Boolean functions tp,,p : {O, 1 },,+I(n) -+

{ 0, 1 } such that (x, y) E L" iff

where U = Ul ••• Uk, Ui E {O, 1 }'d"') and ~ stands for
V ("or") if k is even and for 1\ ("and") if Ie is odd. We
define Hk analogously, by switching tl)e roles of the two
quantifiers and of the two Boolean operators.
Definition 4.Z. Ek = Uc>o Ek, Hk = Uc>o ilk·

We note that the above definition indeed yields the
rectangles (formulas of the fonn tp(z) 1\ ,p(y» for Do and
the complements of rectangles (<p(x) V ,p(g» for Eo.

For L E E~ (Hk), let us call Ln a E~-shape (n~

shape, resp.). Another, recursive definition of Ek and
Ok can be given as follows. A shape in dimension n is a
subset of {0, 1 }2n. Occasionally we think of a shape as a
(D,l)-matrix of size 2n x 2".
DeBnition 4.3. n~-shapes are the rectangles. Ek-shapes
are the complements (in {O, 1 }2") of Ok-shapes. ok
shapes are the intersections of at most 2(log n)C Ek- t -

shapes. A language L is in Ek (Ok) if for some c > °
each L" is a Ek-shape (Hk-shape, resp.).

To obtain PSPACE (Ie = 00), we have to set k =
k(n) = l(logn)C J in the second half of the last line of the
~efinition.

In particular, we recognize the familiar characteriza
tion of NP underlying most known lower bound proofs:
the Et-shapes are unions of 2(log nY rectangles.

The following is now immediate.

Proposition 4.4. These definitions are equivalent to the
one given in the previous section. ~



I. Rectegular reductioD. CODipleteDes••
As before, any language will be assumed to have strings
of even lengths only. The first half of any string will be
denoted x, the second half 1/.
Deflnition 1.1. A rectangular reduction from a language L
to another, L', is a pair of functions (I, g) mapping (0,1)
strings to (O,l)-strings such that for some constant c, for
every n and every pair of strings z, 1/ e {0, 1 }",

(1) 1/(x)1 = Ig(1/)I< 2(log,,)C;

Now, by definition, (x, y) E L jff (/(x), g(y» E L(2).
The proof has to be slightly modified for the case Ie =

00. ,.

By switching the roles of the two quantifiers and the
two Boolean operators we obtain the corresponding .TIk
complete languages L(-k).

These languages remain complete in their correspond
ing classes if in the above definition we replace either or
both of xliI". ik), y[i l •.. il;] by their negation.

In particular, the following variant of L(-1) is also
coNP-complete (coNP = HI):

(2) (x,y) E L iff (f(z), g(1/» eL'. (x, Y) E L'(-1) iff Vi(x[i] =0 V y[i] =0).

f(x) := concatenatioBi,i(rp(X, i, i),

g(y) := concatenations,i( t/J(1/, i, i».

Here the range of i and j is bounded by some integer
M- < 2(logn)c. By padding, we Dlay assume that both i

and j always range through the entire set { 1, ..., M}. ~et

now n' = W,

We denote this circunlstance by L b L'. If this is the
case and L' E Hk then L e Hie j similarly for Ell. (This
is clear from the definitions of Ele a.nd, Hie.)
De8DitioD &.2. L is complete in the class. if L e • and
for every L' E., L' ~ L.

Next we determine natural complete languages in each
member of the polynomial tiDle hierarchy.

We define the language L(k) for every Ie ~ 1 as follows.
Set m =n l /

Ie • If m is not an integer, make L(k)" empty.
Otherwise let us think of z, 1/ e {O, 1}" ask-dimensional
arrays with entries denoted x[i l , ... , ile] and 1/[il , ... ,ik),
where 1 ~ ii 5 ffl. Now set

(x, y) e L(k)"iff3i1Vi2 ••• Qleil;(Z[il .•. ile}¢y[i l ..• ik))
where Qk and ¢ have the same meanings as in Definition
4.1.

For Ie = 00 we give two different variants. If n = 2",
P an integer, set m = 2, Ie = p in the above definition to
obtain the language L(00). (Make L(00)" empty if tl is
not a power of 2.) To define the language L(y'OO), assume
in addition that p = q2 is a perfect square. Set m = 2Q,

k=q.
That we made the right choice of definitions is con

firnled by the following theorenl.

Theorem 5.3. For k ~ 1, the language L(k) is EI;
complete. Both L(oo) and L(y'OO) are PSPACE
complete.•

Proof. For simplicity, let k = 2. Let L E O 2 ; we want to
reduce L to L(2). By definition,

8. Oracles. The power of "equality'

What is the relative complexity of "equality" and "dis
jointness"? Both problenls require O( n) bits of conlmu
nication with any deterministic protocol and even their
nondeterministic behavior seems identical: each requires
O(n) bits nondeterministically ("equality requires n ~its,

"disjointness" n - O(log n) bits), the negation of each re
quires only O(log n). bits nondeterministically. Neverthe
less, there is a marked difference between the complexities
of the two problems.

Reductions play a crucial role in measuring the rel
ative complexity of different languages. While "disjoint
ness" is coNP-complete and therefore "equality", a mem
ber of coNP, has a rectangular reduction to it (in fact an
easy one), the converse is not true:

ObservatioD 8.1. "Equality" is not coNP-complete.

This fact, however, is too obvious to be convincing.
One can easily show that even the following trivial lan
guage L has no rectangular reduction to "equality". Let
(x, y) E L if %1 = 1 V 1/1 = 1. (This is the complement
of a rectangle. Note that the deterministic one-way com
munication complexity of L is a single bit.) What this
indicates is that the notion of rectangular reduction is
too restrictive. (Yet, there exist complete problems in all
our classes!)

Regarding x and y as the characteristic vectors of sub
sets of a set of n elenlents, this is precisely the disjointness
problem. The fact that it is coNP-complete indicates that
investigating the complexity of the disjointness function
is of particular interest. The main results of the remain
ing sections will be devoted to different aspects of this
problem.

From the hierarchical point of view, the significance of
this family of complete problems is clear. Just as for Tur
ing machine classes, if a Hie-complete language L belongs
to E1c then Hk = 11k = Ok+l = E1c+l = ....

3iVj(tp(x, i,j) V t/J(y, i,j»).iff(x,y) E L
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A more flexible notion of reducibility is required and
is provided by the following analogue of Turing (Cook)
reducibility.

As before, a language will always consist of pairs (x, 31)
of strings of equal length. Let L be the language to be
used as an oracle and (x, 31) the input. Our objective is to
determine whether or not (x,1/) E L' for a given language

L'.

DeflnitioD 8.2. An oracle-query is a question of the form
"(f(x),o(y)) E L?", where I and 9 are {O, l}* --+ {O, I}*
functions such that Ixl = 11/1 implies If(z)1 = Ig(1/)I. The
query is specified by the pair (f, g). The length of the
query is the common length of the strings fez) and g(y).

DeBnitioD 8.3. A pure oracle-reduction of L' to L of length
m is a strategy of asking a sequence of m oracle queries,
each query depending on the string of previous responses
but independent of the input (x,y), such that member
ship of (x,1/) in L' is a Boolean function of the string of
responses. The complexity of a sequence of queries (Ii, gil

is E~llog I/i(x)l. We say that the complexity of the
reduction is the function F(n) if F(n) is the maximum
complexity of the query sequence over all pairs of strings

of length ~ n.

Thus in a polynomial time reduction, the number of
queries is :5 (log n)C and each query has length :5 2(log n)c.

North and South play no role in this notion of reduc
tion. They do in the following, more powerful one.

DeflnitioD 8.4. An oracle protocol is a deterministic com
munication protocol between North and South, allowing
each party to query the oracle according to a prede~er

mined strategy. The queries and their timing may depend
on the information available to each party, including their
part of the input. The complexity of such a protocol is
the complexity of the query sequence as defined above
plus the number of bits exchanged.

The distinction between pure oracle reductions and
oracle-protocol reductions does not seem to have a Turing
machine analog.

We shall also need a weaker reduction concept, bor
rowed from recursion theory.

Definition 8.5. A truth-table reduction is a pure oracle
reduction where the queries do not depend on the re
sponses to earlier queries (the sequence of queries is fixed
in advance).

Note that a rectangular reduction is an oracle (truth
table) reduction with a single query directly answering the
membership question in L'. Let us also observe that for
any L' and any non-trivial oracle, 2nqueries of constant
length suffice to find out what the input strings are, hence
O(n) is an upper bound on the complexity needed for
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truth-table reductions. (A language L is trivial if for every
n, membership in Ln depends either on x or on y only.)

Conjecture 6.6. Any oracle-protocol reduction of "dis
jointness" to "equality" requires O(n) oracle queries.

We have two results in this direction.

Theorem 6.'1. Any truth-table reduction of "disjointness"
to "equality" requires O(Vi) queries.

Proof. The proof of this result is by a reduc
tion/elinlination process. We have to generalize the result
and prove, by induction on K, that with K queries, not
only can the truth-table not give the correct answer for
every (x, 31) but even for every x coupled with every mem-

ber 31 of any set Y ~ {O,I}n where IYI > nK 2cK2 • We
write the Boolean function evaluating the responses to the
queries in disjunctive normal form. At each step we as

sign truth values to some pair Xi, Y' and remove a portion
of IYI, thereby eliminating either certain kinds of clauses
(e.g. all clauses containing only negated equalities) or cer
tain queries, still leaving the same kind of problem of not
too much smaller size.

We describe the process. We assume that for any x
and for any 31 E Y, x and. !I are disjoint precisely if a.
disjunction of certain clauses is true. Each clause is a dis
junction of primary relations. Three kinds of primary re
lations are permitted: Boolean functions depending on x

only, equalities of the form ';(z) = g;(y), and the negated
equalities. We divide the clauses into three categories.
Type "0" clauses depend on x only. (We nlay assume
there is at nlost one such clause.) Type "1" clauses con
tain no equality, at least one negated equality and possibly

a function of x. The rest ~re type "2": each must involve
at least one equality. Let K be the nUInber of pairs of
functions (f;, g;) involved. (Both the equ~lity and the
nega.ted equality of each pair may be involved in several
clauses.)

Reduction o. If there is a. clause of type "0", pick an

i, 1 $ i ~ n such that Yi = 1 for some y E Y and Yi = 0

for at least IYI/n members of IYI. Reduce nand Y by
restricting the problem to the set Xi = I,Yi = o. (* This
will elhninate the type "0" clause if there was one.* )

Reduction 1a. Set Y/ = {!I E Y : Yi = E} where EE
{O, I}. Remove from Y the set U{ Y/ : IY/I < IYI/2n}
if this operation turns all type "I" clauses into type "0".

A type "I" clause A(x, 1/) = a(x) 1\ Aj(/;(x) # g,,(y» is

reduced to a(x) (type "0") if for every x and every 31 E Y,
a(x) implies that x and y are disjoint.

Reduction 1b. If there is a type "1" clause, select
x = u, subscript i and a type "1" clause A(z, 31) = a(x) 1\

l\i=1 (f;(x) ¥= 9,,(31» such that II'll ~ IYI/2n, Ui = 1,



and a(u) = 1. Set Zi = {y E Yl : li(u) = 9i(Y)}. Select
j such that IZil ~ IYll/m. Reduce Y to Zi (in particular,
set Yi = 1), reduce n to n-l by setting Xi = 0 and replace
all occurrences of 9i(Y) by the consta~t li(u), reducing K
by at least 1.

Reduction 2. (* Now, all the clauses are of type "2" *
) Let B,"(x,1/) denote a clause and set Wj = {1I e Y :
Bi (O,1/) = I}. Reduce Y to the largest of the Wj • For
each equality relation f(x) = 9(Y) occurring in Bi (we
know there is at least one), replace all occurrences of 9(Y)
by f(O), reducing K by at least 1.

In order to justify the process, we first we observe tha.t

From this it follows tha.t a subscript i appropriate for
Reduction 0 always exists. Since Yi = 1 for some 1/ E Y,
the type "0" clause must be identically 0 for every x with
Xi = 1.

Suppose now that there exists a type "1" clause and
Reduction Ib cannot be carried out. Let Y' denote the
result of Reduction la. Then, for each type "1" clause
A(x,y) = a(z) 1\ ••• , and for each x and each 1/ E Y', if
a(x) = 1 and Xi =·1 then 1/i = 0, Le. if a(z) = 1 then X

and yare disjoint, making the rest of A(x, y) redundant.
Therefore Reduction la will be carried out.

It is now immediate that at least one out of any four
consecutive steps of this procedure will be either Reduc
tion Ib or Reduction 2, thus reducing the value of K and
making induction possible.

The cost of each reduction step is a reduction of the
size of Y. This is by a factor of at most n in Reduction 0,
by 2 in Reduction la, by 2nm ~ 2nK $ ",2 in Reduction
Ib (if K > n/2, there is nothing to prove), and by a factor
of 2K at worst in Reduction 2.•

A slightly weaker, O(yIn/ log n) lower bound for the
strongest (oracle-protocol) reduction will follow from the
main result of the next section. The techniques of the two
proofs are entirely different.

A number of other natural reducibility questions arise,
the most intriguing being the strong separation of the
levels of the hierarchy: no polynomial time oracle-protocol
can reduce L(k + I) to L(k).

'I. BPP aDd the polynomial time hierarehy
Bounded-error (two-way) probabilistic protocols
(B2PP's) have been defined by Yao [Va3). They' differ
from deterministic protocols in allowing the messages de
pend on coin-flips. The number of coin-flips is added to
the complexity. An input is accepted if the probability of
acceptance is at least 1 - E for some fixed E, 0 $ E < 1/2,
rejected if the probability of acceptance is at most E, and
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all input pairs (x, y) must fall in one of these categories.
The complexity on an input (x, y) is the average, over all
coin flip sequences, of the length of the protocol. The
complexity of the language is the maximum of this over
all inputs. Let L e BPP if L is accepted by a polynomial
«logn)C) time B2PP.

B2PP's can be exponentially more powerful than even
nondeterministic protocols: "equality" can be tested in
O(log n) [Ya3) , [Ra), [JPS). For completeness, let us de
scribe this protocol.

NORTH: Picks random prime p, 2 $ p < 2n. Transmits
p and x mod p.

SOUTH: Outputs "not equal" if x ~ Ymod p, "equal"
otherwise.

Clearly, the "not equal" answer is always correct. The
"equal" answer will fail with probability < 1/3, because
the product of all primes < n is eR (l+o(1)).

This proves that BPP ~ P and BPP ~ NP. Our
main separation result states that BPP and NP are in
fact incomparable.

Theorem '1.1. NP ~ BPP.

In order to prove this, we give an exponential (in log n)
lower bound for the complexity of the coNP-complete
problem "disjointness".

Theorem '1.1. The bounded-error probabilistic complex
ity of "disjointness· is O(yin).

No nonlogarithmic lower bound for "disjointness" ap
pears to have been known. We derive Theorem 7.2 in
Section 8.

Conjecture 7.a. The bounded error probabilistic complex
ityof "disjointness" is O(n).

Proving Conjecture 7.3 would be quite significant
since "disjointness" has a linear time rectangular reduc
tion to essentially any nontritJiGl monotone graph property

under suitable definitions. We note that, in particular,
Theorem 7.2 has this

Corollary 7.4. The bounded. error probabilistic commu
nication complexity of the following problems for sparse
n-vertex graphs is O(v;i): connectedness, planarity, bi
partiteness, existence of perfect matching.

(Sparse means it has O(n) edges.) No probabilistic
lower bounds for these problems appear to have been
known previously. For connectedness and ma.tching, this
is the best lower bound we know, for the others see 9,6.

Let us call a graph property nontrivial if for arbitrar
ily large values of n, there exists a graph with n edges that
has the property but none of its proper subgraphson the
same vertex set does (e.g. connectedness, nonplanarity,



non-bipartiteness, existence of perfect matching). We say
that a graph property is invariant under doubling edges
if adding an edge parallel to an existing edge does not
change the truth value. Each of the properties mentioned
satisfies this condition. Corollary 7.4 is thus, in esse;tlce,
a particular case of

Corollary '1.5. The bounded error probabilistic communi
cation complexity of any nontrivial monotone graph prop
erty which is invariant under. doubling edges is O(VIi)
where n is the number of edges.

Proof. Let X be a graph with n edges and minimal with
respect to the given property. Let us double every edge of
X and assign a pair of Boolean variables Xi, Yi to each pair
of parallel edges. Corresponding to any truth assignment
to the Xi and Yi there will be a graph X(x, y). Clearly, this
graph will have the given property precisely if for every i,
at least one of the edges is present, Le. if the negations
of X and yare disjoint.•

Another corollary to Theoreln 7.2 represents a step
toward Conjecture 6.6.

Corollary 1.8. Any oracle-protocol reduction of "disjoint
ness" to "equality" has complexity O(y'n).

Proof. The equality oracle can be replaced by the B2PP of
Rabin and Yao. The cost of query (/, g) using this proto
col will be O(log I/(x)l), proportional to the cost charged
for an oracle query by Definition 6.3. Therefore the deter
ministic oracle-protocol complexity of "disjointness" with
respect to an "equality" oracle is not less than the B2PP
conlplexity of "disjointness".•

Let us renlark that in using an equality oracle, the
queries (I, g) may be assumed to have length 1/(x)1 =
Ig(y)1 $ n + 1 because 1{/(x), g(y) : x, y E {O, l}R}1 ~

2R + 1. This observation together with Corollary 7.6 im
plies

Corollary 7.7. Any pure oracle-reduction of "dis
jointness" to "equality" requires O(VR / log n) oracle
queries.•

An adaptation to communication conlplexity of the
Sipser-Gacs-Lautenlann proof [Sil], [La] yields

Proposition 1.8. BPP C E2 n O2 ••

This observation further ~onfirms our choice of defi
nitions.

8. Strong distributional complexity or "disjoiDtnes8"
The E-error distributional complexity Dc(/) of a Boolean
function I(z, y) is the minimum length of a deterministic
protocol correctly computing I(x, y) on a.ll but an Efrac
tion of inputs. Yao [Yal] observes that 20£(/) ~ D2t (/)
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where O£(!) denotes the E-error B2PP complexity of I.
This inequality continues to hold if we restrict the donlain
of I on the right hand side, or, more generally, introduce
an arbitrary probability measure J.' on {O, 1}2R. If we draw
the input pairs (x, y) at random according to the mea~ure

J.', we obtain the distributional complexity D£(/IJ.')·

Definition 8.1. A probability measure J.' on {0,1}2R is
rectangular if it is a product ~ x p of probability measures
on {O, I}R. The measure of a rectangle is thus p(X x Y) =
;\(X) x p(Y). - This means we pick x and y independently
from two arbitrary probability distributions.

Definition 8.2. The strong E-error distributional complex
ity of I, SD£(/) is the supremum of Dt(/l~ x p) over all
rectangular nleasures J.' = ,\ x p on {O, 1}2R.

Clearly, 20£(/) ~ S D2£(/).
We have nearly tight bounds for the "disjointness"

function d.

Theorem 8.3. For any E < 1/100,
~ O(y'nlogn).

The lower bound implies Theorem 7.2. The upper
bound indicates that distributional complexity will be of
little use for improving the lower bound of Theorem 7.2.

Next, we outline the prool 01 the upper bound. We
view (O,l)-strings as subsets of the set [n] = {I, ... , n}.
The protocol will refer to a huge database. For every sub
set v of the universe [n], and for every k, 1 ~ k ~ n, let
W(v, k) denote the family of sets {w ~ [n] : Iw n vi = k}.
For each Ivl,k,l ~ y'n, "~- and p-representative" sub
sets L(v, k, I) ~ W(v, k) and R(v, k, I) ~ W(v, I) are se
lected in advance. Each of these sets must have r =
O(1/E2 ) members and have the property that if the con
ditional probability

p(v,k,l) = J.'2:,y{xny = 01x E W(v,k),y E W(v,l)}

is at least p where p = O(E) is a constant, then

py{yly E W(tI, I) 1\ (\Ix E L(v,k,l) xny =0)} ~ O(E)

The analogous condition must hold for the R( tJ, k, I). (The
existence of such families can be shown by a probabilistic
argument.)

We sketch the protocol. The protocol will have
phases. Each phase corresponds to a subset tI ~ [n],
known to both parties, where x - tJ and y - tJ are dis
joint. The objective of each phase is either to determine
whether or not xntJ and yntJ are disjoint or to reduce the
size of tI by at least VR. Initially tJ = [n]. First thing in
each phase, North and South inform each other of the car
dinalities of their respective sets: k = IxntJl and I = lyntJl·
Suppose k ~ I. If k ~ vn then North transmits zntJ (this



requires O(vnlogn) bits) from which South determines
the output. Otherwise, if p(v, k, I) < p then we output
"not disJoint". (We may err here.) Otherwise South se

lects a member Xi of L(v, k, I) which is disjoint from v n y

and transmits i to North (constant number of bits). If
no such i is found, report "not disjoint" and tenninate.

(We may err again.) Change v to v - Xi, start the next
phase.•

Next we sketch the lower bound prool. Yao's tech

nique [Vaal requires the conditions of "moderateness" (for
a random pair (x, y), the probability of I(z, y) should be
bounded away from 0 and 1) and "anticorrelatedness" (for

any given x,y and a random z c [nl, the events I(x,z)
and fey, z) should not reinforce each other by more than
a factor of (1 + 2-Cft

)). For "disjointness", these two con
ditions cannot simultaneously be satisfied for any rectan
gular probability measure. We shall select our measure
to satisfy "moderateness'" and make up for the absence of
"anticorrelatedness" by a combinatorial argument.

Let X = Y consist of all subsets of size vn of In]
(without loss of generality, assume n is a perfect square,
divisible by 12). We shall select the pairs (z,1/) at random
from the unifonn distribution over X x Y. A random pair
(x, y) now has probability ~ lIe to be disjoint. An e-error
1-rectangle is a set R = F x G where F ~ X, G ~ Y
such that f(x, y) = 1 (Le. x n y = 0) on all but an e
fraction of R. Following [Ya3), we only have to prove that

IRI < IXIIYI2-evR•

Let F1 consist of those x E F satisfying I{ y : x n y i=
0}1 < 2f1GI· Clearly IFII ~ IFI/2.
PropositioD 8.4. Given any ZI, ••• , Xk EFt, at most IGI/2
of the y E G intersect more than 4ek of the Xi••

Lemma 8.5. If IFI ~ IXI2-cy'n then there exist
Xl, ••• , Xk E F such that k ~ vn/3 and for every 1~ k,

IXI (, UXii < VR/2.
i<1

Proof. Select the Zi inductively. Suppose Xl ••• XI-I have
been selected and that z = Ui<1 Xi. We infer Izi < ly'n <
n/3. The number of those X E X satisfying Iznxt > v'n/2
is therefore less than

n( n/3 ) (2R/3) < ( n )2-cvn.
vnl2 vn/2 vn

Therefore lx, u zl < -/n/2 for some x, E Fl .•
Now, combining 8.4 and 8.5 we obtain an upper bound

for IRI as follows. If the condition in 8.5 does not hold,

we are done. Otherwise, there are at nlost. (4~k) ways to
select those 4ek of the Xi which a given y EGis allowed
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to intersect. The union of the remaining Xi has size >
k(l - 4e)vn/2 > kvn/3 ~ n19. Therefore

and again we conclude that IRI < IXIIYI2-cy'ii••

I. PSPACE, #P aDd the PP-clonel
We can generalize our model by considering the compu

tation of functions with ranges other than {O, I}: as be

fore, we require that South post the result. We count the

length of the output as part of the protocol. We shall

denote by FP, FEi, and FPSPACE the classes of func

tions computable by polynomial time protocols that are

deterministic, Ei, and PSPACE.respectively. Note that

the length of the output in these cases must be bounded

by (logn)C for some c. Non-boolean functions have been

studied before in communication complexity [EP],[Ab).

Consider the function H(x, y) =the Hanlnling dis

tance between Z and y.

Prop08itioD 1.1. Any deterministic protocol for H(z,.y)
requires" + log" bits (that are also sufficient).

Proof. See [EP).•
PropOlitioD 1.1 • H(z, y) E PSPACE.

Proof. We sketch an F PSPACE protocol for H: for sim
plicity, assume that the common length of z and 11 is 2'
for some natural number p. In round i, 0 ~ i ~ " - 1,
the existential player will guess the Hamming distance
di between two substrings of the input: a certain initial

substring of x, of length 2' - i, and the corresponding
substring in y. It will also guess the Hamming distances
di,o between the left half of z and the corresponding sub
string of y, and di,l, the Hamming distance between the

right halves, subject to di = di,O + di,l. It sends the pair
di,O' di,l) to the existential player, who challenges either
the left or the righ~ half by sending back a 0 or a 1. The

protocol continues on the selected substring. In the last
round, the existential player simply sends the bit selected.
Clearly all guesses can be verified only if they are correct,
in which case the Hamming distance is do. The total
length of the protocol is O(p2).•

Another interesting class of functions is #P that we
now define. Let I be a language in NP and consider a
corresponding NP-protocol. For each (x, y), let F(x, y)
count the number of guesses posted by East that lead to
acceptance of (x, y). An example of a function in #P is

the "inner product" (IP) function 2::=1 ZiYi. (Consider
the nondeterministic protocol that selects a bit of x and



sends the bit and its address. .If both the bit sent and
the corresponding bit of yare 1, the pair is accepted.
The number of accepting computations is the inner prod
uct and the length of the protocol is clearly O(log Ixl).)
Note that this language is in fact #P-complete, since it
is the counting problem associated with the NP-complete
"nondisjointness" .

One can define classes of languages associated with
some of these function classes. They are again analogs of
well-known complexity classes, but there seems to be a
great variety of possible definitions. While in some cases
we can show classes to be distinct, there are many open
questions about the relationships among these families of
languages.

The language class associated with #P is p*P (de
terministic polynomial time protocols with a #P oracle).
There are many natural counting problems in this class
(e.g. {([x, k], y) - the inner product of x and y is exactly
k }.

A related class of languages, which we shall call
PP, arises by counting accepting guess-strings in an NP
protocol. Let us assume that all guess strings have equal
length and let /(x, y) = 1 iff more than half of the guesses
lead to acceptance. Of course, this can be interpreted as
assigning probability 2-' to a message of length I, and re
quiring that the protocol succeed with probability greater
than 1/2. Note that here, the probability of errOl: is less
than 1/2 - 2-(log n)C, "moderately bounded away" from

1/2. We don't know, however, if this boundedness condi
tion itself would suffice to put the language in PP, rahdng
the possibility of yet another interesting related class.

The largest of the probabilistic classes, which we call
UPP, was defined by unrestricted-error probabilistic pro
tocols in [PSn]: the protocol choses the appropriate mes
sage based on the input, messages exchanged so far, and
a probability distribution. Of course, every message must
be at most (log n)C long As in the case of PP, the language
accepted consists of the pairs for which the protocol suc
ceeds with probability greater than 1/2. Since there are
no restrictions on the probabilities used by the protocol,
we cannot guarantee that the probability of acceptance
will be bounded away from 1/2.

We have considered previously the class BPP, where
the accepting and rejecting probabilities are well sepa
rated. Note that there is no loss of power if we restrict
BPP protocols to be of length (logn)c.

There a.re many interesting questions about the rela
tionships among these complexity classes. It is easy to see
that PP ~ UPP. Also, BPP ~ PP ~ p*P ~ PSPACE.
The only nonobvious inclusion in the chain above is that
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BPP ~ PP since BPP is defined by two-way protocols.

However clearly BP~ 2-way PP and 2-way PP = PP.

We believe that UPP is not comparable to either
PSPACE or p#P.

The properties of the inner product function IP de

serve further study. IP is #P-complete (it is the counting
problem associated with the NP-complete "nondisjointed
ness"). Hence Vazirani's O(nj log n) lower bound [Va] for
the B2PP conlplexity of IP2, the inner product modulo 2,

implies BPP ~ p#P. The lower bound on IP2 has been

improved to the sharp O(n) by an elegant argument in

[CG] (Theorem 10). Their proof is essentially based on
the following appealing lemma due to J.H. Lindsey ([ES]
p. 88) .. We state it here because apparently it has not
been explicitly stated elsewhere. Recall that a Hadamard
matrix is a square matrix with +1 and -1 entries whose
rows are pairwise orthogonal.

Lemma 9.3. Let H be an m x m Hadamard matrix and
T an arbitrary a x b submatrix of H. Then the difference

between the number of +1 's and -1 's in T is at most

Jabm.

Proof. Let H = (hi,;). We may assume that T consists
of the first a rows and b columns. Let Vi denote the i-th
row of H. By orthogonality

a a

(E Vi)2 =E v; = am.
i::! .=1

Now take

a b b a

(EE hid)2 :5 bE(E hi,j)2
i=l ;=1 ;=1 i=1

( the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality)

m a a

:5 bE(E hi.i)2 = b(E Vi)2 = abm.•
i=1 i=1 i=1

Corollary 9.4. The B2PP complexity of "inner product
mod 2" is O(n).•

It would be interesting to clarify the status of this
function with respect to our web of cODlplexity cla.sses.
The conjecture IP2 ~ UPP ([PSn], [AF'R]) would imply
p#P ~ UPP, and thus PP ¥ p#P.

Some other intriguing questions include the relation
ship of the polynol1ual hierarchy to these classes. We
observed in Proposition 7.8 that BPP c E2 n O2 , triv
ially NP C PP (and also coNP C PP, so the inclusion is
proper), but we know of no other inclusions or differences.
For example, is E2 C UPP?



Other natural classes include # - 2P, the class of

problems for which an NP protocol has an even nunlber

of successful computations, U, for which it has a unique

one. Clearly # - 2P C p#P, but we do not know the rela

tionship between PP and # - 2P. Note that the languagE!

IP2, "inner product 1110dulo 2" is complete for # - 2P,

so we know that # -- 2P ~ BPP.

There are several interesting hiera.rchies other than
the polynonlial hierarchy. For exanlple, consider pro

tocols where East ha.s nondetemlinistic and West ran

donl choices. Denote by Mthe "majority" quantifier,

and consider the languages L~ defined by (x, y) E L~

iff 3utMu23...QiUi(4J(X, u)01P(y,u)) where U,tP,Qi and t/J
are as in definition 4.1. These languages are conlplete for

certain randolnized gaInes, and the complete languages

Li can be reduced to them. Are the corresponding classes

new? One can easily invent other such hierarchies, by us

ing consecutive M quantifiers, by reproducing the Arthur

Merlin paradignl [B], and so on. It is conforting to note

that PSPACE still includes these hierarchies, but we do

not know of interesting proper inclusions.

Finally, as an "application" of our theory, observe that

reductions froDl L(00) prove the follow jng, somewhat sur

prising fact:

Theorem 9.5. The following graph prob
lems are PSPACE-hard: undirected graph reachability,
planarity, bipartiteness, 2-CNF-satisfiability.

The reduction uses a series parallel network between two
vertices a and b in the undirected graph.•

Observing that the inner product mod 2 IP2 E
p#P S; PSPACE and using the IPllower bound we were
led to the following

Corollary 9.8. The bounded-error probabilistic complex
ity of each of the mentioned problems for sparse graphs
on n vertices is O(n).•

This, of course, can then be derived by simple direct
reductions from the IPJ, bound, but we should point out
that the structure of complexity classes introduced in this
paper was a helpful guide. Corollary 9.6 has the VLSI
consequence of AT2 =O(n2 ).

lO.Coneluding remarks
We ~ave introduced a variety of complexity classes, en
abling a classification of SODle of the previously consid
ered problems as conlplete, hard for or included in com
plexity classes of widely varying logical complexity. Sep
aration of these classes seems a major problem deserv
ing considerable effort. Some dividends in terms of VLSI
lower -bounds are possible but the major benefit seems
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analogous to oracle-separation results of Turing machine
classes [Ya4]. It provides analogies and hopefully useful
techniques as well.
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